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In this talk, we present our ongoing attempts to bring the capability of
automatically inferring inductive invariants for specifications written in a subset
of TLA+, through automatic translation of a restricted fragment of TLA+ to
VMT [3]1 using Apalache [10], followed by automatic inference of quantified
inductive invariants using IC3PO [6, 5].
IC3PO for inductive invariant inference. IC3PO is a recently-developed
model checker that utilizes different structural features in protocol specifications to prove the safety of distributed protocols by automatically inferring
compact quantified inductive invariants. The key insight underlying IC3PO is
that structural regularity and quantification are closely related concepts that
express protocol invariance under different re-arrangements of its components
and its unbounded evolution over time. IC3PO utilizes the inherent spatial and
temporal regularity in protocol specifications to significantly boost IC3/PDRstyle2 verification and learn quantified predicates. For safe protocols, IC3PO
systematically computes quantified inductive invariants over protocol instances
of increasing sizes, until protocol behaviors saturate, concluding with an inductive proof that works for all protocol instances. Else, a finite counterexample
trace is produced if instead the protocol can violate the safety property. In
particular, IC3PO was recently shown in [7] to automatically infer an inductive
invariant for Paxos [8], that identically matches the human-written proof previously derived with significant manual effort using interactive theorem proving.
1 VMT

format is an extension of SMT-LIB [1] to represent symbolic transition systems.
[2] and PDR [4] are state-of-the-art model checking algorithms that are widely adopted
for hardware verification.
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Translating TLA+ to VMT in Apalache. As TLA+ is an incredibly expressive language, we first restrict the fragment, for which we attempt an automatic translation. We dub this fragment reTLA, short for relational TLA+ , as
the fragment is centered around relations or, in a more general sense, functions
with primitive-valued (co)domains (e.g., integers or strings, but not records). A
complete characterization of reTLA is available in the Apalache documentation
[9]. For each valid reTLA expression, we construct an automatic translation
to VMT. The restrictions imposed on reTLA ensure that the translated formulas fall into the (quantified) logic of equality with uninterpreted functions. We
leverage Apalache’s type system [11], to determine the sorts of the expressions
in the VMT encoding. For example, take the TLA+ definition
∆

A = [F except ![1] = true]
where F is some function whose Apalache type is Int → Bool . Assume that the
VMT translation of F is some function f , declared as (declare-fun f (Int) Bool ).
The translation of A gives us a function a, defined as
(define-fun a ((x Int)) Bool (ite (= x 1) true (f x)))
Note that reTLA currently does not permit sets-valued data. Concretely,
(certain) sets are allowed to be quantified over, but set operators, such as union
or intersection, are disallowed in the fragment.
Integers as a total order. Our encoding supports integer values, but not
integer arithmetic. We do this as a form of syntactic sugar: in our encoding,
Apalache integers are translated not to VMT integers, but to an uninterpreted
sort Int with a defined operator <Int , which satisfies the axioms of a total
order. Then, integer literals are translated to distinct constants of the Int sort,
such that their relative order w.r.t. <Int matches their standard integer order.
One may use integer (in)equality notation (<, >, ≤, ≥), which gets translated
to the equivalent combination of <Int and equality. Importantly, this allows us
to remain outside the integer-arithmetic fragment of VMT. Note that, because
we treat integers as syntactic sugar, there are a few consequences which are
counter-intuitive, such as the formula ∃j ∈ Int: 1 < j < 2 not being trivially
false. Since 1 and 2 are just syntax sugar for two totally-ordered constants of
the Int sort, there is no constraint on the existence of “gap” values. We accept
this as a trade-off, to retain the ease of use, which comes from being able to use
the standard integer and (in)equality notation in TLA+ .
Evaluation and future work. As a proof of concept, we were able to express
a number of distributed algorithms in reTLA, including a client-server protocol,
decentralized lock, sharded key-value store, and two-phase commit, to automatically translate them into VMT using Apalache, and verify their safety properties for arbitrary instance sizes using IC3PO. Other protocols such as versions
of Paxos and Raft are currently outside the scope of reTLA. These preliminary
results encourage us to extend the scope of the translation and hopefully provide
another tool for the automatic verification of TLA+ specifications.
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